WUPS Primer
When accessing WUPS for the first time, you’ll be presented with the following login page:

Enter your first and last name and your “@wustl.edu” email address, also known as your WUSTLKey. On the next page
enter your unit/role/start date:

Let’s cover unit selection first. For Pediatric faculty, if you start typing “ped” in the search box like above, that will
narrow down what is displayed in the list to Pediatric only divisions to make it easier to find what you’re looking for, or
you can start typing the name of the division as well.

Now, let’s look at the primary role selection. You’ll notice that there are faculty selections for all levels from instructor to
professor AND those same selections are doubled up but with “of Pediatrics”. Be sure to select the version with that “of
Pediatrics” added to the position. Next, just enter the start date of that position.
You’ll see the confirmation page and when you finish you’ll be brought to the Home page:

There is a lot of information on the home page, so let’s break it down starting with the left column.
The top widget is your profile, the big icon button will bring you to the Profile Summary page, below that is a jump list of
common places like your Library, web bio, and download CV as well as recently viewed modules. Below that is a simple
badge to show your progress in a few key modules (just for fun, it really has no meaning).

The center column shows off your Google Analytic scores for your web bio page and, if you have one, your research bio
page. Of course, when you first create a profile you won’t have any traffic showing up to a page that hasn’t existed.
The right column at the top has an Announcement widget that has important information about updates to the WUPS
application. Below that is a list of recent activity on your profile.
Clicking on your large profile button at the top of the left column will send you to your Profile Summary page:

When you first enter your Profile Summary page it will be blank except for the primary position and role that you
created when you established your profile. At the top of the left column you’ll see the WUSTL bug that will be eventually
replaced with your FPP portrait. To the right of that you’ll see three icons. The person icon on the left will bring you back
to this Profile Summary view. The middle book icon will take you to your Library. The world icon will take you directly to
your web bio document.
The best place to start will be the Basic Profile Data, that’s the top module in the left menu right below the icons. The
top part is basic demographic information. The image below is further down the page and has some important data to
review:

First, the University Data section has Wash-U specific information that shows up on your CV. The Website Data section
has a few text boxes to fill in to personalize your web presence on the Pediatrics website. The Directory Display name
should be last name, first name because it’s to be used for an alphabetical list of faculty members. The Web BioPage
display name can be either first name last name or last name, first name. Most faculty use the former because it’s just
less formal for your web bio. Both should have your credential added (PhD MD etc.).

Next, let’s look at a module in more detail, we’ll use the Honors module. Almost all the modules are identical in layout
and structure:

Every module will have the title and an explanation at the top, with a Help and Create button on the left.
Below that will be a list of all the individual entries for the module. How the entry is displayed in this list is how it will
look on the CV. In the example, there are also an Edit and Delete button for each entry.

Clicking the Create button will open the view to make a new entry for the module you are on:

Here, a new Honor is being created. You’ll notice the Title/Honor field is outlined in red, signifying that it is a required
field. Each field has an information button (the light blue “i” to the right of the field). There will be a Save and Cancel
button on all the Create views (also the Edit views, which look exactly the same, just with the data filled in). Each module
will have a Preview section as well. This area will display the data as it’s being entered in the CV format. This comes in
very handy when creating or editing a publication or a grant!
There are a few modules that are slightly different. You still create and edit individual entries, but there is a mechanism
to import the data from an external source. The first one we’ll discuss is the Publications module:

You’ll see this looks very much like the Honors list view. The Create and Help buttons are still there and the list is visible
as well; however, there is a PubMed button (here it’s outlined in red). We’ve add the ability to pull publications into
WUPS from the PubMed database.
Clicking the PubMed button will open the Import from PubMed view. When first created, we simply use your name to
search the PubMed database and display the query results in a list box on this page. For most people, this will pull in all
of their publications in PubMed, and a lot more. So, we do provide a way to change what is being searched. There is a
Change Settings button along the top of this page (here outlined in red):

When you click the button, you can change the search string we use to find your publications. There is also a link on that
page to go directly to the PubMed website where you can find out how to design a stronger query to narrow down the
list of publications that are returned. We will also be happy to help you if you run into any problems.
The other module that has an importer is the Current Grants module:

This is very similar to the PubMed module, only it uses the WUPS: Award Tracker application to pull in currently funded
awards and capitations. If you have any problems with this module, please let us or your grant specialist know.

After entering all this data, you’ll want to see your CV! So, go to your library, you can get there by clicking the book icon
in your toolbar or the Document Library item in the left menu:

Clicking on either will bring you to your library which is broken into shelves. Faculty will have three shelves and these
three system documents you can see below:

These three files are locked, system files that cannot be structurally changed, but each can be viewed (the light blue eye
icon). The CVitae can be downloaded (Word doc or PDF) and emailed (the green envelope). The Bio documents can be
slightly altered to individualize the ordering of certain sections in the document.
So, data in, data out.
That’s the basis of WUPS.

